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Concert Report 
Contempo – Focus on Europe (February 29, 2016 at Logan Performance Hall) 

 
Monday night in the Logan Performance Hall where two of Poland’s most prominent 

composer performers, Agata Zubel and Tadeusz Wielecki, were the focus of a Contempo series 

exploration of new Polish music. The concert was certainly a treat for me as it was my first 

experience with a new Polish music filled program that featured award winning compositions 

and stunning high-pitched lines.  

Pacifica Quartet opened and closed the concert while eighth blackbird did most of the 

heavy lifting, performance wise of the night. The Pacifica Quartet foursome added balance to the 

program with their insightful renditions of  “Mosaics” and “String Quartet No. 2”. Both pieces 

were carried with weighty emotional heft. A sense of sadness and loss was felt throughout all 

four movements of the String Quartet No 2, immediately evident by the eerie, quiet whistling of 

the high strings in the first movement as well as the viola’s fast progression in the second 

movement. “Mosaics” on the other hand, had an insatiable energy driving the piece. Opening 

with strong, commanding strokes, the Pacifica Quartet swarmed like angry bugs galloping 

proudly though Mosaics’ urgent rhythms. One violinist in particularly stood out to me. This 

violinist had an eloquent smooth presence throughout the entire performance but when her violin 

pulled away for brief solos, its alarming powerful voice was especially arresting. “String Quartet 

No. 2” was overall a suspenseful piece that closed off the night.  

The star of the night was, without a doubt, eighth blackbird’s performance. They began 

with “The Thread is Spinning…IV” featuring a piano, 2 violins, 1 cello, 1 double bass, 1 viola, 2 

flutes, 1 brass clarinet, and a vibraphone. The flutes and clarinets helped built a dreamy imagery 



with intrepid birds in flight, confident of where it was headed but in no special hurry to get to the 

destination. However, among the assortment of instruments, the deep voice of the double bass 

stood out with its dark suspenseful presence. It functioned as a interjection throughout the 

calming piece with its whistling, sparking, or sometimes subtle microbursts away the other 

instruments.  

My favorite part of night was when Agata Zubel took on the stage as vocalist with the 

eighth blackbird performing “Madrigal” and “Not I”.  Zubel’s pitch in “Madigral” was warm but 

spiced by eighth blackbird’s twittering winds and glittering percussions. Zubel’s rich, seductive 

voice never turned shrill or harsh. There were moments where her voice pulsed repeated notes in 

a rapid crescendo manner but there were also moments where her voice would jolt up, stop, and 

repeat. This demonstrated the wide range of technique and control Zubel had on her voice. 

Zubel’s vocals in “Not I” as well demonstrated her breathless authority. Performing with eighth 

blackbird in “Not I”, Zubel dispatched much more speech than song. Unexpectedly, Zubel 

opened the piece by growling, shrieking, and crooning her way through the excerpts of text. 

Even though her singing was incomprehensible and hard to follow, Zubel was able to 

demonstrate her control through the unusual levels of pitches and dramatic intensity as she 

navigated the jagged intervals of song and recitation. Through the escalation of the song, I was 

able to hear, see, and feel Zubel’s soul raging her way out of her body. There was a build up of 

madness between herself and her soul. This was accomplished with the sections where there was 

an increasingly intense dialogue between Zubel’s singing, speaking, crooning, laughing, 

followed by a churning mixture of instrument sounds and her recorded alter ego. The 

performance was an art piece in of itself.  

In review, the concert was a bracing sample of contemporary new Polish music, featuring 



five pieces that shared a striking ability to create an unforgettable sonic atmosphere. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


